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Introduction

I Source: Acemoglu and Robinson (blog)
I “Where do you think this fancy school is located?”

I “It is a small village, Yoni in Bombali district [in Sierra
Leone]. It was recently built there by China Aid.”

I “Why would anyone want to build a wonderful school in the
middle of what Africans call ‘the bush’?”

I “Here is a hint: Yoni is the home village of Sierra Leone’s
president, Ernest Bai Koroma.”
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Introduction

China’s foreign aid to Africa is controversial
I Negative views:

I China uses aid to curry favor with political leaders, e.g., to get
access to natural resources, or to foster political alliances

I China undercuts political, social and environmental conditions
of Western donors

I Positive views:
I China actually gets investment/infrastructure projects done

I China reduces the paperwork of overstrained public offices

I China keeps control of its projects from the planning to the
implementation stage (or even longer), which may lead to less
corruption and favoritism than Western aid
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Literature

Aid allocation at the country level:

I McKinlay and Little (1977), Maizels and Nissanke (1984),
Alesina and Dollar (2000), Kuziemko and Werker (2006), and
many more (including in this room)

I Dreher and Fuchs (IPES 2011 Madison): Chinese aid
allocation across countries

I China’s aid allocation is not influenced by democracy and
governance in recipient countries

I China’s aid allocation is not dominated by the countries’
natural resource endowments

I Overall, Chinese aid does not seem to be allocated very
differently than Western aid
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Demand side of Chinese aid allocation

I Recipient motives to accept aid neglected in the literature
I Chinese aid: aid allocation is purportedly based on requests

from recipient countries
I MOFCOM: “The initiative generally comes from the recipient

side”
I MOH: “We send medical teams to the areas [. . . ] selected by

the host government”

I Aid process formally begins when the host government
proposes a project to the Chinese Economic and Commercial
Counselor’s office

I Leaders may therefore direct aid according to their personal
and parochial interests (Cohen 1995; Moss et al. 2007;
Wright 2010; Briggs 2014)

I Quality and developmental impact of aid may suffer

I Context: non-interference in internal affairs, respect for
sovereignty
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Research question (and results)

I Do recipient countries’ political leaders systematically site
Chinese aid projects in areas that align with their personal and
political interests?

What we do:

I We introduce new geo-referenced data on the allocation of
Chinese development projects across Africa from 2000–2012

I We test allegations by studying the allocation of Chinese
development projects within African countries
(across regions as well as within regions over time)

Main finding:

I More Chinese development projects goes into the political
leaders’ birth region
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Subnational analysis of aid

Aid allocation at the subnational level:

I Single-country studies: Dionne et al. (2013), Briggs (2014),
Franken et al. (2012), Jablonski (2014), and Nunnenkamp et
al. (2012).

I Cross-sectional studies: Öhler and Nunnenkamp (2014), and
Powell and Findley (2012).

I Main contributions of our study:

1. Focus on Chinese aid

2. Panel of subnational regions from 47 African countries and 12
years
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Data

I AidData’s China in Africa Dataset (Strange et al. 2014):
I Project-level dataset of Chinese official financing to Africa

I Open source data collection and triangulation methodology
that draws on media reports, recipient government documents
and databases, NGO reports, scholarly articles, and
MOFCOM/Chinese Embassy websites

I Development projects are split into the following three
categories:

I ODA-like projects

I OOF-like projects

I Vague ODA- or OOF-like projects

I Dataset includes more than 1,686 development projects to 50
African countries from 2000-2012, amounting to more than
US$ 84.8 billion

I Largest recipients: Ghana, DRC, and Ethiopia
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Data

I Geo-coded data on Chinese official financing projects:
I Geocoded dataset of Chinese official financing projects

produced using the Strandow et al. (2011) methodology

I More than 60 research assistants at AidData

I We use GIS to assign geo-referenced projects to SN1 and SN2
regions (where feasible)

I For projects with more than one location, we assign each
location to the respective region, and we assume that the
funding is equally distributed across locations

I In our sample, there are 1,898 (1,575) project-locations at the
SN1 (SN2) level
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Data

I Dependent variables:
I Total US$ amount of official financing flows per region (in

logs)

I Total US$ amount of ODA-like projects per region (in logs)

I Number of development projects per region (in logs)
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Data

I Distribution of Chinese development projects across SN2
regions
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Data

Data on political leaders:

I The Archigos database identifies the effective political leader
of each country for many years up to 2011

I We add for all political leaders of African countries.̇.

1. The administrative region in which the political leader was born

Birthregionict = 1 iff the political leader of country c in year t
was born in administrative region i .

2. The political leader’s ethnicity

Ethnicregionict = 1 iff the political leader of country c in year t
belongs to the ethnic group living in ethnographic region i .

I We further construct dummy variables for the years before
and after a political leader is in office
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Data

Table 1: Summary statistics at SN1 level
Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
Total flows (in levels) 8,327 6.5m 86.8m 0 5.2b
ODA-like flows (in levels) 8,375 1.5m 29.1m 0 1.5b
Project count (in levels) 8,508 0.202 0.869 0 13
Birthregion 8,508 0.067 0.249 0 1
Light2000 (in levels) 8,508 1.964 5.989 0 48.20
Population2000 (in levels) 8,508 1.1m 1.7m 6,047 21.9m
Capitalregion 8,508 0.066 0.249 0 1
Mines (in levels) 8,508 3.577 12.58 0 139
Oilgas 8,508 0.173 0.379 0 1
Area (in levels) 8,508 41,107 81,045 41.56 0.6m
Ports 8,508 0.186 0.389 0 1
Roaddensity 8,508 0.092 0.146 0 1.874
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Empirical strategy

Specification 1:

Aidict = αct +
∑
j

βjX
j
ic + γBirthregionict + εict

Specification 2:

Aidict = αct + βi + γBirthregionict + εict
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Empirical findings

Table 2: Main results
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Units of obs. SN1 SN2 SN1 SN2 SN1 SN2
Dependent Total Total ODA ODA Project Project
variables flows flows flows flows count count
Birthregion 0.688** 0.554** 0.283 0.392* 0.035 0.037*

(0.323) (0.252) (0.206) (0.204) (0.023) (0.022)
Light2000 0.293** 0.060*** 0.242** 0.038** 0.024*** 0.005***
Population2000 0.087 0.028* 0.014 0.008 0.012* 0.002**
Capitalregion 4.164*** 4.625*** 2.837*** 3.229*** 0.335*** 0.355***
Mines 0.117* 0.020 0.003 -0.001 0.007 0.001
Oilgas 0.070 -0.053 0.077 -0.039 0.006 -0.004*
Area 0.234*** 0.039*** 0.183** 0.023** 0.022*** 0.003***
Ports -0.068 0.158* -0.155 0.038 -0.013 0.012*
Roaddensity 1.145 0.360 1.181 0.322** 0.094 0.018*
Country-yr FE yes yes yes yes yes yes
R-squared 0.398 0.184 0.350 0.152 0.399 0.207
Observations 8,327 69,054 8,375 69,115 8,508 69,252
# regions 709 5,835 709 5,835 709 5,835
Note: Standard error (in parentheses) clustered at the leader level.
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Empirical findings
Table 3: The leaders’ birth region

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Units of obs. SN1 SN1 SN2 SN2
Birthregion 0.698** 1.309*** 0.556** 0.330

(0.325) (0.378) (0.252) (0.254)
Prebirth 0.072 0.467 0.032 -0.088

(0.829) (0.893) (0.538) (0.589)
Postbirth 1.035 1.471* 0.574 0.527

(0.836) (0.816) (0.644) (0.612)
Light2000 0.294** 0.060***
Population2000 0.084 0.028*
Capitalregion 4.162*** 4.624***
Mines 0.116* 0.020
Oilgas 0.071 -0.053
Area 0.234*** 0.039***
Ports -0.067 0.158*
Roadensity 1.124 0.360
Country-yr FE yes yes yes yes
Region FE no yes no yes
R-squared 0.398 0.297 0.184 0.098
Observations 8,327 8,327 69,054 69,817
# regions 709 709 5,835 5,835
Note: Standard error (in parentheses) clustered at the leader level.

Aid flows increase by about 100 percent to ADM1 regions containing a leader’s birthplace
Corresponding increase of almost 75 percent for ADM2 regions
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Conclusions

I More Chinese development projects in the political leaders’
birth region, suggesting favoritism

I Limited evidence that more Chinese aid go into resource-rich
regions

I Fewer Chinese development projects go to poorer regions
within African countries

I China’s demand-driven aid allocation may harm aid
effectiveness

I Next steps: (1) ethnic regions, (2) mechanisms at play, (3)
World Bank comparison
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